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#OLCAccelerate 1
#OLCAccelerate
Session Evaluations Contest
(As part of our "green" initiatives, 
OLC is no longer using paper forms 
for session evaluations.)
• Download and open OLC Conferences 
mobile app
• Navigate to specific session to 
evaluate 
• Click “Evaluate Session” at the 
bottom of session details screen
• Complete session evaluation*
Each session evaluation completed (limited to one per session) = one contest entry
Five (5) $25 gift cards will be awarded to five (5) individuals 
Must submit evals using the OLC Conferences mobile app or website
*Contact information required for contest entry but will 
not be shared with the presenters. 
Winners will be contacted post-conference. 
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Effective Teachers Leave Their Mark
Goals -
• For students to remember 
(retention) and apply (transfer) 
the concept after they leave the 
class
• To make an impact
• Must be meaningful and 
memorable
Community
*Diversity
*Belonging
*Presence
Content
*Context
*Personalize
*Applicability
Community
D I CT I ONA R Y.COM
Diverse Learning Communities
oGeography
• Add to my ZeeMap using the menu items 
at: http://j.mp/2espjGY
• Additions – Add Marker - Simple
oOnline Learners
oExperience (Context)
Students 
report feeling 
lost and 
confused in an 
online learning 
environment.
1st Day of Class
Video Introductions
• Where are you from / 
Where do you live?
• Primary Language (name 
pronunciation)
• Occupation 
• Goals for this course
Video Welcome Announcement
• Build Credibility
• Showcase Enthusiasm
• Outline Policies
• Describe Major Projects
1st Day of Class
oFaculty Profile
oOnline Office 
• Time Zone
• Learning Styles Discussion
oVirtual Classroom Welcome 
• Music, Game, Chatting
oFAQ
After the First Assignment
OVER 80%
Subject: Congratulations on a 
successful start to our course! 
I didn’t want your hard work to go 
unnoticed. You’re doing a great job 
keeping up with the assignments 
and actively participating in the 
discussions. 
Please do not hesitate to let me 
know if you have any questions or 
concerns. Remember, I am here to 
support you throughout the course. 
BELOW 80%
Mid-Term
oMotivation Wanes
oSweet Spot – determine needs, time enough 
to rebound
oRight Support / Challenge at the Right Time
oReminders about due dates
Content
D I CT I ONA R Y.COM
Make it Memorable
• Engage students to reduce multi-tasking
• Failure - usually a problem with encoding not 
retrieval
• On a penny, which direction is Lincoln facing?
Customize and Personalize Learning
• Shift from teaching to learning
• Providing options that align with 
personal/professional goals
• Apply concepts within context
• Enhances meaning
• Escalates learner enthusiasm
Connecting Content to Context
CONTEXT
The circumstances that form 
the setting for an event, 
statement or idea, and in 
terms of which it can be fully 
understood and assessed
CONTENT
The sum of the attributes or 
notations comprised in a given 
conception; the substance or 
matter of cognition
http://linoit.com/users/atwella2/canvases/OLC
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